
The 'Non-Magic'
of Mindset Study

People can be SO fearful of change that
they'd sooner live with a problem than be a
part of changing it.

"AND THEY CAME TO JESUS AND SAW THE DEMON-
POSSESSED MAN, THE ONE WHO HAD HAD THE
LEGION, SITTING THERE, CLOTHED AND IN HIS RIGHT
MIND, AND THEY WERE AFRAID."
-  MARK 5:15

To give some context - Jesus has stepped into a

completely new environment and context and

has immediately been met with a need - a legion

of needs in fact.

 

Jesus casts out the demons and the man is
completely healed, and totally in his right
mind. You'd think that the people would be
overjoyed at the fact that the man whom NO
ONE could heal is now back to full health.
But they're not. In fact, they're scared.

Q. As you build, scale, and grow your
business, have you spent time trying to
convince people of how worthwhile and
needed it is, only to be met with the same
response you heard them give at first?
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Q. Who are the people in your life who are

fighting for your highest possible good

alongside you? Are you making enough

space to listen to those people as opposed

to trying to convince others?

ASK YOURSELF WHAT YOU'RE TRYING TO
PROVE AND WHY.

Consider what it would look like for you to do

what you've been called to do without their

support if you had to.

 

Remember, this man had previously been
held captive and tormented and the people
around him wanted him to stay there.

This will, of course take discernment to think

through and work out. Some people aren't

'against' you, they just don't yet understand.
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"AND THEY BEGAN TO BEG JESUS TO DEPART
FROM THEIR REGION."
- MARK 5:17

They begged Him to leave, and He did so -

without trying to convince them that what he'd

just done was good and necessary.
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Your purpose has been mapped out by

God, and you have nothing to prove as you

pursue it in power.

We need to operate with this same discernment

regarding people who seem to resist or reject

the changes God is making in our lives through

our work and businesses.

 

Sometimes it's going to be worthwhile talking
to them. At other times, it won't be... and
that's okay.

Further passage for reference (which is what

your phone wallpaper for this month is based

on) see Matthew 7:6.
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The world is waiting for your work.


